KMAP helps students, faculty members, researchers, and administrators to explore the university's knowledge landscape.

KMAP Process:
- Data Collection
- Data Preprocessing
- Connect Distributed Information
- NLP Modeling
- Search Engine
- Network Generation
- Interactive Application
- Visualization
- Generating MAP Layout

Interactive Interface:
- Find researchers whose interests match technical texts:
  - Filter based on college and position
  - Supports long text, keywords, call for papers, etc.

Researcher connection to geo-locations:
- Select type of research activities
- Select location to see relevant UA researchers

Researcher connection to geolocations
- Select type of research activities
- Select location to see relevant UA researchers

KMAP Process:
- Data Collection
- Data Preprocessing
- Connect Distributed Information
- NLP Modeling
- Search Engine
- Network Generation
- Interactive Application
- Visualization
- Generating MAP Layout

KMAP FAQ:
- Can I add myself to the map? Ans: Yes
- Can I upload my data/research profile? Ans: Yes
- Can we use the KMAP API? Ans: Yes

Further Information:
- KMAP - kmap.arizona.edu
- Contact - hossain@arizona.edu
- Funded by - RII, and President Investment Fund